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21 Astro notes 2018/10/12 - Fri - Burning processes

in stars

21.1 Upper vs lower (mass) main sequence stars

Upper (M &M�): C/N/O catalyzed H fusion, convective core
Lower (M .M�): p+p H fusion, stable core

M > M�: Convective core, burning via CNO cycle (H to He), has a radiative envelope.
What is the main thing that’s changing with time? The composition of the interior is
changing together.
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Lower mass has non-convecting core
What is the fusion process for the upper MS? Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen catalyzed fusion:
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This net turns 4 protons into 2 protons and 2 neutrons in the form of a Helium-4
nucleus. And the carbon seed is recycled.

Contrast with low-mass stars: M < M� radiative core, direct proton+proton fusion.
in this case 2 things different: no convective core. So depletion is occurs just at the center
instead of in whole convective region. Also T dependence of Lnuc is different.

Basic process is p + p →2 H, p +2 H →3 He, 3He +3 He →4 He + 2p. Less T sensitive
because limiting reaction is between lower-charged things (p+ p instead of p+14 N.

Can represent profile of interior hydrogen abundance graphically when, for example,
XH,center = 0.5, i.e. half depletion.
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The large core being depleted all together leads to the ”Henyey hook” between point B
and C in the stellar evolution HR diagram above. Star must contract in order for H fusion
to ignite at the surface of the newly made He core. Lower MS star transitions smoothly to
off-center fusion.

The star changes slightly during the core hydrogen burning phase (the ”main sequence”)
because converting H to He reduces the number of particles exerting pressure (per unit
mass). 8 particles become 3. Star does change as µ increases.

Reference to figure below with HR evolution diagram. You can see increase in luminos-
ity, A to B, as H is converted to He in core. Massive stars evolve on the main sequence by
increasing radius and L. Also see MESA paper 1, figures 14 and 22.
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Another result: Upper main sequence stars, M > M�, evolve perpendicular to the
zero-age main sequence line (the birth line), while lower main sequence stars, M . M�
evolve upward parallel to the MS.

This makes dating of Globular clusters difficult. These clusters have roughly ages of
1010 years so that the stars leaving the main sequence today have masses of ∼ 0.9.

zero age main sequence

turnoff

lower mass main sequence
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Also see MESA paper 1, figure 14. Current state of the art for ages of Globular clusters
from MS. Turnoff provides the age to only ±2 Gyr.

Show movies of MS phase from 1 and 16 Msun on MESA website. (see course webpage)

21.2 Transition to post-MS - Schönberg-Chandrasekhar limit

In movies of 1 and 16 M� cases.
Pay particular attention to the X (= hydrogen mass fraction) and Y (=helium mass frac-
tion) curves in the upper right. The figure in the lower right is a ”Kippenhahn diagram”
it shows the extent of the convection zones (hatched lines) and the fusion burning (red
shading) in mass (the vertical axis) as a function of ”time” (horizontal axis). Note the
horizontal axis here is not really time but ”model number” in the simulation and though it
increases with time, only increments when the structure changes by modest amount. This
means that the main sequence (core hydrogen burning phase) though long-lived in time, is
only the first little bit in model numbers since it is not complex evolution.
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